of the Spencers, who have long been a joy to me—even AHellenic when, with Stanley, I get his purpose more fully from the cruise cartoon than the finished painting.
Since you have heard of us we have—in a tame, staid, elderly style—been on a great adventure. A modified, hobbling, diluted Great Adventure, you know—but still, considering our age and our usual unenterprising habits, quite a splash for us. We went on the Hellenic Travellers' Club's April cruise—putting our noses in at Palermo and the enchanting island of Rhodes and the indescribable vileness of Constantinople; and then, after we had left the ship at ^Naples, taking a look at Rome and Venice.
The trouble about these affairs is that one hasn't long enough anywhere; and, as long compulsion has put me permanently into bottom gear, I could never get in even the modicum of Desideria that the time allowed. Still, we did verily see Athens, Byzantium, Rome, and closely enough to each other to make the juxtaposition vivid.
I shall have to go back to Constantinople, too, to see the Holy Wisdom again before I die: that marvel was even worth the not-light price I had to pay for it and which I should face again reluctantly: the dust of the foul town that contains it made mischief in my ancient lung, and I have had quite a little fight with it.
The time allowance was most inadequate of all in Greece: but the leisurely marine progression from place to place had its charm. One woke in the dawn to find the boat in (say) the Gulf of Corinth, berthing at a little town: inaccessible crags rose behind it: nearly at the top of the highest one was an undeniable village, and a snow-mountain looking over from behind. Someone (I think it was the Dean of Durham) came up behind me and said The village is Delphi: the mountain Parnassus'. We drove up those heights, and the two eagles of Zeus came out to meet us. We drove over the dreary plain where Agamemnon haled Cassandra home and saw where the watchman waited for the signal-fires; and where Clyterrmestra's corpse lay for a thousand years with 217

